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Mending Fences illuminates the forces driving
Moscows China policy, from the Ussuri River
clashes in 1969 to the "strategic partnership" of the
1990s. Elizabeth Wishnick analyzes the efforts of
Soviet leaders simultaneously to maintain their
supremacy in the international communist
movement, defend their borders from a perceived
Chinese threat, and ensure the compliance of
regional authorities in enforcing China policy.
The relationship between China and Russia has
varied from peace to conflict throughout the course
of their history. However, since 1991 following the
fall of the Soviet Union, as each nation sought for
global relevance, Sino-Russian interactions have
increased and relations have improved in a
consistent upswing. Together, these nations are
shaping a modern strategic partnership that is
quickly shifting into a bona fide alliance with
substantial regional influence in Asia, Africa,
Eurasia, and the Middle East. The United States
recognized the competitive and ideologically aligned
spirit of these noted great powers in the 2017
National Security Strategy, posturing a whole-ofsociety approach towards protecting U.S. national
security and interests. While presenting the historical
relevance of their relationships and the importance
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of leadership to envision and drive a strategic
direction, this monograph posits that the United
States should actively posture itself by advancing
democracy, supporting and strengthening
partnerships, and employing instruments of power in
an effort to stymie authoritarian influence and
desires to shift the international order.This
compilation also includes a reproduction of the 2019
Worldwide Threat Assessment of the U.S.
Intelligence Community.1. Introduction * 2. Part I.
Significant History of Sino-Russian Relations *
Asymmetrical Win-Win: The 17th and 18th Centuries
* Ideological Influence and Diversion: 1917-1979 *
Rapprochement: 1989-2001 * The New Era: Shaping
a Modern Sino-Russian Alliance * Shaping a
Sustained Partnership: The Influence of Putin and
Jinping * 3. Part II. Managing the Sino-Russian
Alliance * Sustain and Strengthen International
Influence * Secure Existing Partnerships and
Agreements * Maximize Russia's Europeanness *
Minimize China's Asian Influence * 4. ConclusionThe
present Sino-Russian strategic partnership is
fastened together by shared authoritarian ideology,
and diplomatic and security agreements in place
since the fall of the Soviet Union. Such a partnership
aims at significantly weakening U.S. influence while
exerting control and dominance globally. Specifically,
recent events such as agreement between Russia
and China on military partnership, development and
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use of nuclear weapons, economic and trade
agreements, renewed diplomatic relationships,
agreement and defense of positions within the UN
Security Council (UNSC), and each state's growing
influence within their respective regions are factors
that signal strengthening toward an alliance. Given
the aggression and tenacity of Sino-Russian
relations, absent appropriate economic, political,
diplomatic, and military posture and response, U.S.
influence will diminish globally among allies and
partners as China and Russia strengthen their
partnership to form an alliance and garner greater
strategic geographical influence.
Rapid economic pluralization in East Asia has
empowered local and medial groups, and with this
change comes the need to rethink usual notions
regarding ways in which "democracies" emerge or
"citizens" gain more power. Careful examination of
current developments in China, Korea, and
Southeast Asia show a need for expansion of our
understandings of democracy and democratization.
This book challenges traditional ways in which
political regimes in local as well as national polities
are conceived and labeled. It shows from Asian
experiences that democracy and its precursors come
in more forms than most liberals have yet imagined.
In reviewing recent experiences of countries across
East Asia, these chapters show that actual
democracies and ostensible democratizations there
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are less like those in the West than the surprisingly
consensual and standard political science of
democratization suggests. This book first examines
the extreme variation of democracy’s meaning in
many Asian states that hold contested elections
(South Korea, Taiwan, Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines, and Thailand). Then it focuses on China.
It analyzes a range of grassroots forces driving
political change in the People’s Republic, and it
finds both accelerators and brakes in China’s
political reform process. The contributors show that
models for China’s political future exist both within
and outside the PRC, including in other East Asian
states, in localities and sectors that already are
pushing the limits of the powerful, but no longer allpowerful, Chinese party-state. With contributions
from leading academics in the field, Democratization
in China, Korea, and Southeast Asia? will be of
interest to students and scholars of Asian politics,
comparative politics, and democratization more
broadly.
Traces the complex history of Sino-Soviet relations
during the critical anti-Japanese period, shedding
new light on the diplomacy of Chiang Kai-shek and
the Nationalists and the inner history of Chinese
Communist relations with the USSR.
Motherland tells the dramatic story of the rise and fall
of the Soviet Union. From Lenin's virtual coup in
November 1917 to Boris Yeltsin's ruthless takeover
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of power in 1991, the book culminates with a new
view of the Yeltsin years. David Marples focuses on
the evolution of Russia during the Soviet period, and
the attempt to harness Russian nationalism to the
avowed Soviet mission of promoting World
Communism. Along the way heanalyses some of the
more intensive historical debates and uncovers
some of the myths perpetuated by state propaganda,
especially those associated with the Great Patriotic
War.
Forfatteren søger at beskrive en del af den historiske
baggrund for den snart langvarige antagonisme
mellem Den Kinesiske Folkerepublik og
sovietunionen, bl. a. den dyb græmmelse over
tidligere uretfærdigheder.
This book provides a systematic history of SinoRussian relations, a history which is invaluable in
forming an understanding of relations between the
two nations today. Becoming neighbours in the
seventeenth century, their changing relations in
peace and war, in isolation, cooperation and
confrontation have steadily assumed a greater
importance in world politics and become increasingly
important to the stability of international relations.
Drawing on the rich trove of recently declassified
Russian and Chinese archival materials, this history
of Sino-Soviet relations in the 20th century sheds
new light on key events during this period. It offers
fresh insights into the role of ideology and national
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interests in the evolution of the complex and
turbulent relationship between not just the two
countries but also their respective Communist
Parties. The chapters on the normalization of
bilateral ties provide an in-depth analysis of divisions
in the socialist camp that culminated in both its
collapse and the disintegration of the Soviet Union.
The book argues that 20th century Sino-Soviet
relations reflected both long-standing and emerging
political and geopolitical challenges facing members
of the Cold War socialist camp, in particular tensions
between the ideal of internationalism and national
aspirations, between commitment to the principle of
sovereignty and commitment to that of equality in
international relations, and between inter-party
relations and inter-state relations. This makes for a
valuable addition to the reading lists of all those
interested in the development of the relationship
between two of the world’s most important
countries.
Now in a fully updated edition, this accessible text
provides a balanced history of modern China in a
global context. The authors focus especially on
China’s culture, warfare, and immediate neighbors
and provide a unique comparative approach to
bridge the cultural divide separating Chinese history
from Western readers trying to understand it.
Understanding a country’s history is a vital way of
understanding its people. In Unequal Treaties and
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China, author Wang Jianlang looks at how history
has affected the nation and how those unequal
treaties from foreign powers have shaped China’s
policies even up until the modern day. ? From the
first Opium War (1839-1842) and until the birth of
New China in 1949, China was forced to sign
multiple unequal treaties by foreign imperialist and
invading powers. In these treaties, China conceded
many of its sovereign rights in terms of territory and
commerce. Ever since the time of the first unequal
treaty (the Treaty of Nanjing), the people of China
have struggled to invalidate these unequal treaties.
Unequal Treaties and China provides a
comprehensive overview of China’s history of
fighting against these unequal treaties.
This book traces the development of Taiwan's
relations with its diplomatic partners and its policy
towards the political opponents of its political
opponent - mainland China. Paying particular
attention to the powers that could exercise great
influence in the future of East Asia, China-Taiwan
Relations in a Global Context examines the main
diplomatic strategies of Taiwan and its counterparts
and the major problems for Taiwanese foreign
relations. To date there is very little scholarship
which examines the 'Taiwan Issue' outside of the
triangular Beijing-Washington-Taipei framework, this
book does exactly that. The contributors examine the
development of Taiwan's relationship with less
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prominent countries and governments, and attempt
to ascertain how such examinations could give rise
to new variables that help explain the strategy and
purpose of Taiwan's foreign policy, as well as the
reaction and response of mainland China. This book
provides readers with vital information about
Taiwan's foreign policymaking and introduces rarely
told stories about Taiwan's foreign relations. The
research demonstrates the ceaseless and unyielding
diplomatic efforts of the Taiwanese for survival in a
shrunken international space and renders for
readers a better understanding of the complexity of
Taiwan's relations with the rest of the world. This
book is essential reading for anyone interested in
Taiwan studies, Chinese politics, Cross-Strait
relations and Asian foreign policy.
Mao, het onbekende verhaal is de biografie van een
man die niet werd gedreven door idealisme of
ideologie, maar die intrigeerde, vergiftigde en
chanteerde. Zijn doel was de overheersing van de
wereld. Jung Chang en Jon Halliday schetsen in
Mao het karakter van deze politicus, tonen nieuwe,
schokkende feiten over zijn politieke carrière en
geven een zeer heldere kijk op de Chinese culturele
en maatschappelijke geschiedenis. De mythe die
Mao was, wordt doorgeprikt. Het verteltalent van
Jung Chang en de wetenschappelijke aanpak van
beide auteurs maken van dit boek de compleetste en
leesbaarste biografie van de man die het leven van
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miljoenen Chinezen diepgaand heeft beïnvloed en
de wereldpolitiek dertig jaar lang in zijn ban hield.
Mao, het onbekende verhaal is een magistrale
biografie die leest als een politieke thriller.
The Russian Revolution and Civil War in the years 1917 to
1921 is one of the most widely studied periods in history. It is
also somewhat inevitably one that has generated a huge flow
of literature in the decades that have passed since the events
themselves. However, until now, historians of the revolution
have had no dedicated bibliography of the period and little
claim to bibliographical control over the literature. The
Russian Revolution and Civil War, 1917-1921offers for the
first time a comprehensive bibliographical guide to this crucial
and fascinating period of history. The Bibliography focuses on
the key years of 1917 to 1921, starting with the February
Revolution of 1917 and concluding with the 10th Party
Congress of March 1921, and covers all the key events of the
intervening years. As such it identifies these crucial years as
something more than simply the creation of a communist
state.
In this pathbreaking book, Xiaoyuan Liu establishes the ways
in which the history of the Chinese Communist Party was,
from the Yan’an period onward, intertwined with the
ethnopolitics of the Chinese “periphery.” As a Handominated party, the CCP had to adapt to an inhospitable
political environment, particularly among the Hui (Muslims) of
northwest China and the Mongols of Inner Mongolia. Based
on a careful examination of CCP and Soviet Comintern
documents only recently available, Liu’s study shows why
the CCP found itself unable to follow the Russian Bolshevik
precedent by inciting separatism among the non-Han peoples
as a stratagem for gaining national power. Rather than
swallowing Marxist-Leninist dogma on “the nationalities
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question,” the CCP took a position closer to that of the
Kuomintang, stressing the inclusiveness of the Handominated Chinese nation, “Zhongua Minzu.”
East Asia was a major focus of struggle between the United
States and the Soviet Union during the Cold War of 1945 to
1991, with multiple "hot" and "cold" conflicts in China, Korea,
and Vietnam. The struggle for predominance in East Asia,
however, largely predated the Cold War, as this book shows,
with many examples of the United States and Russia/the
Soviet Union working to exercise and increase control in the
region. The book focuses on secret treaties, 26 of them,
signed from the mid-1890s through 1950, when secret
agreements between China and the USSR, including several
concerning the Chinese Eastern Railway, gave Russia
greater control over Manchuria and Outer Mongolia. One of
the most important was negotiated in 1945, when Stalin
signed the Sino-Soviet Friendship Treaty with Chiang Kaishek and the Chinese Nationalists, that included a secret
protocol granting the Soviet Navy sea control over the
Manchurian littorals. This secret protocol excluded the US
Navy from landing Nationalist troops at the major Manchurian
ports, thereby guaranteeing the Chinese Communist victory in
Northeast China; from Manchuria, the Chinese Communists
quickly spread south to take all of Mainland China. To a large
degree, therefore, this formerly undiscussed secret diplomacy
set the underlying conditions for the Cold War in East Asia.
China and Russia, two giants dominating the Eurasian
landmass, share a history of understanding and
misunderstanding whose nuances are not well appreciated by
outsiders. In his interpretation of this relationship from the
Russian point of view, Alexander Lukin shows how over the
course of three centuries China has seemed alternately to
threaten, mystify, imitate, mirror, and rival its northern
neighbor. Lukin traces not only the changing dynamics of
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Russian-Chinese relations but the ways in which Russia's
images of China more profoundly reflected Russia's selfperception and its perceptions of the West as well. As both
Russia and China take distinctive approaches to political and
economic development and integration in the twenty-first
century global economy, this reinterpretation of their
relationship is timely and valuable not only to historians but to
all students of international affairs.
Contrary to the American public image of international
communism as monolithic, the history of communism has
been one of increasingly frequent deviation and dissension punctuated by a process of defection and expulsion of
individuals and entire national parties. In examining the
fragmentation of communism as a movement, Bernard S.
Morris focuses on the breakdown of its structure of authority
as exercised through the organs of control. He analyzes
factors contributing to the initial cohesion and later
disintegration of the communist movement. The author
demonstrates how the artificial attempt to maintain the
Marxian vision of world revolution through the agency of the
Soviet system faltered and ultimately failed. He shows how
tensions between communist doctrine and foreign policy,
coupled with the unexpected viability of the capitalist system
in the West, accelerated pluralism within the communist
movement. This led to Yugoslavia's assertion of
independence, the rise of polycentrism in the post-Stalinist
era, and the Russo-Chinese split. As we have seen, it
ultimately led to the demise of the Soviet Union itself. Morris
contends that the collapse of international communist unity
underscores the inexorable hold of nationalism on human
loyalties. He points out that American policy's obsession with
international communism frustrated the development of a
realistic policy toward radical nationalist movements which,
because they were identified with communism, became
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equally suspect. Written by an experienced scholar and
political analyst, this highly informative work skillfully balances
a chronological account with a searching examination of the
evolution and gradual disintegration of the dream of world
revolution.
The latest, probing look at the 1905 Portsmouth Peace
Treaty, the last peace agreement between Japan and Russia
The purpose of this treatise is to give a brief account of Soviet
foreign policy from the moment of the Bolshevik seizure of
power in 1917 to the involvement of the Soviet Union in the
Second World War, in June, 1941.
Russian Orthodox Christianity is the cornerstone of a diverse
cultural community in modern Hong Kong. This book explores
the contributions that this group has made to the social
landscape of Hong Kong from the British colonial period to
the current era of integration into China.
This book examines the emergence of Communist power in
China during the interwar period, focusing especially on the
role of the Soviet Union and the 1927 Nanchang Uprising. It
describes the history behind the alliance between the
Chinese Communists and Nationalists, the impact of the
USSR's military and political advisers, and the success of the
Northern Expedition that resulted in the April 1927 purge of
the Communists from the Nationalist Party. It explores the
debates between leading communists in Moscow, notably
Stalin – who thought that China was ready in 1927 for an
urban-based Communist revolution, similar to what had
happened in Russia ten years before – and Trotsky who
opposed it. It goes on examine the seizure of power in
Nanchang by the Communists, the establishment of China's
first short-lived soviet republic, and the reasons why the
soviet soon collapsed. It explains the consequences of the
rising, including the adoption by the Communists of guerilla
warfare, the foundation of China's second soviet, and after
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moving to northwest China during the 1930s, the rise of
Communist power throughout all of mainland China which
culminated in the establishment of the People’s Republic of
China in 1949. The book stresses the importance of the
mythology that evolved around the Nanchang Uprising: since
criticism of the Nanchang Uprising would open themselves up
to accusations that they were Trotskyites, the Chinese
Communists created the myth that the Nanchang Uprising
was a success, and later dated the origins of the People’s
Liberation Army to this event.
This book discusses the origin and development of Chines
communism, 1941-1949; the American experience in China,
1941-1949; the Sino-Soviet relationship, 1949-1968; the
evolution of U.S./China relations, 1969-1980.
China's recent economic reforms have opened its economy to
the world. This policy, however, is not new: in the late
nineteenth century, the United States put forward the Open
Door Policy as a counter to European exclusive 'spheres of
influence' in China. This book, based on extensive original
archival research, examines and re-evaluates China's Open
Door Policy. It considers the policy from its inception in 1899
right through to the post-1978 reforms. It relates these
changes to the various shifts in China’s international
relations, discusses how decades of foreign invasion, civil war
and revolution followed the destruction of the policy in the
1920s, and considers how the policy, when applied in Taiwan
after 1949, and by Deng Xiaoping in mainland China after
1978, was instrumental in bringing about, respectively,
Taiwan's 'economic miracle' and mainland China’s recent
economic boom. The book argues that, although the policy
was characterised as United States 'economic imperialism'
during the Cold War, in reality it helped China retain its
sovereignty and territorial integrity.
Utilizes archival documents to argue against the perception
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that America turned its back on China during the Paris Peace
Conference, a belief that convinced many Chinese to turn to
Soviet Russia instead. The author contends that President
Wilson did everything in his power to help China. Chapters
focus on topics such as the origins of the United Front Policy,
assertion of Soviet control over the Chinese Eastern Railway,
the restoration of Russian territorial concessions, and Soviet
Foreign policy and the Chinese Communist Party. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

Using sources in Japanese, Chinese and American
archives, this text reassesses Woodrow Wilson's
agenda at the Paris Peace Conference. It argues
Wilson did not betray China, but negotiated a
compromise with the Japanese to ensure that
China's sovereignty would be respected in
Shandong Province.
This book provides a history of the South China Sea
conflict and lays out the stakes for each of the
bordering states and China's interaction with them namely, Vietnam, the Philippines, Brunei, Malaysia,
Taiwan, and Indonesia; it also examines the U.S.
government's role in the region. China's Naval
Operations in the South China Sea is highly topical;
it examines the evolving perception of the People's
Republic of China's (PRC) of the South China Sea
(SCS), and Beijing's accompanying maritime
strategy to claim the islands and waters, particularly
in the context of the strategies of the neighbouring
stake-holding nations. In addition to long-standing
territorial disputes over the islands and waters of the
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SCS, China and the other littoral states--Vietnam,
the Philippines, Brunei, Malaysia, Taiwan, and
Indonesia--have growing and often mutually
exclusive interests in the offshore energy reserves
and fishing grounds. Many other countries outside of
the region worry about the protection of sea lines of
communication for military and commercial traffic, oil
tankers in particular. These differences have been
expressed in the increasing frequency and intensity
of maritime incidents, involving both naval and
civilian vessels, sometimes working in coordination
against naval or civilian targets. Each chapter on the
littoral states closely examines that state's territorial
claims to the islands and waters of the SCS, its
primary economic and military interests in these
areas, its views on the sovereignty disputes over the
entire SCS, its strategy to achieve its objectives, and
its views on the U.S. involvement in any and all of
these issues.
During the Soviet period the USSR conducted
diplomatic relations with incumbent regimes while
simultaneously cultivating and manipulating
communist movements in those same countries. The
Chinese case offers a particularly interesting
example of this dual policy, for when the Chinese
Communists came to power in 1949, their discovery
of the nature of Moscow's imperial designs on
Chinese territory sowed distrust between the two
revolutionary powers and paved the way to the SinoPage 15/17
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Soviet split.Drawing on newly available documents
from archives in China, Taiwan, Russia, and Japan,
this study examines secret agreements signed by
Moscow and the Peking government in 1924 and
confirmed by a Soviet-Japanese convention in 1925.
These agreements essentially allowed the
Bolsheviks to reclaim most of tsarist Russia's
concessions and privileges in China, including not
only Imperial properties but also Outer Mongolia, the
Chinese Eastern Railway, the Boxer Indemnity, and
the right of extraterritoriality. Each of these topics is
analyzed in this volume, and translations of the
secret protocols themselves are included in a
documentary appendix. Additional chapters discuss
Sino-Soviet diplomacy and the parallel history of
Soviet relations with the Chinese Communist Party
as well as the origins and purpose of the United
Front policy.
The Wars for Asia, 1911–1949 shows that the
Western treatment of World War II, the Second SinoJapanese War and the Chinese Civil War as
separate events misrepresents their overlapping
connections and causes. The Chinese Civil War
precipitated a long regional war between China and
Japan that went global in 1941 when the Chinese
found themselves fighting a civil war within a
regional war within an overarching global war. The
global war that consumed Western attentions
resulted from Japan's peripheral strategy to cut
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foreign aid to China by attacking Pearl Harbour and
Western interests throughout the Pacific in 1941. S.
C. M. Paine emphasizes the fears and ambitions of
Japan, China and Russia, and the pivotal decisions
that set them on a collision course in the 1920s and
1930s. The resulting wars together yielded a
viscerally anti-Japanese and unified Communist
China, the still-angry rising power of the early twentyfirst century.
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